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Abstract: Although there are many types of databases, in almost all application areas, however the basic functions of the database 
remains same but they require a vastly wider range of techniques integrating from classical to specialized approaches. The specialized 
data which has been handled today is spatial data, which has emerged as central to many applications which include geographical 
information systems (GIS), computer-aided design, robotics, image processing etc., all of which have at their core spatial objects. In a 
relatively very short period, research of spatial database has been enhanced by the use of data mining and fuzzy techniques in order to 
give better outcomes. Spatial database, stores a large number of space related data and has many different characteristics with relational 
databases, such as it contains topology and distance information, which is generally represented as multi relational data. So extracting 
knowledge from spatial database is more difficult than extracting knowledge from traditional relational database. The support and 
confidence of an association rule mining generally has been used to extract implicit knowledge from spatial database. However some 
attributes of spatial data does not allow to make the support more effective because of the crisp properties, of the harsh boundaries 
created by the partitioning of quantitative attributes into intervals generating unnatural division of the data and subsequently of the resultant 
rules. To overcome this difficulty the fuzzy association rule has been used, but it is found that the extraction of the knowledge from multiple 
spatial objects is not an easy task. In order to find multidimensional association rule, we have, developed a new framework, which is the 
main objective in this research work. For this purpose we have used a concept of neighbourhood relation, upon which spatial literals can 
be built, to find association rules involving spatial relations among spatial objects using fuzzy association rule mining. This new framework 
generates a multidimentional association rule based on spatial relations, which has better potential for extracting knowledge from large 
spatial database to enable decision makers to capture more complex pattern and spatial occurrences in a very efficient way. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
Spatial data mining, i.e. mining knowledge from large amount 
of spatial data, is a highly demanding field because huge 
amount of spatial data have been collected in various applica-
tions. These spatial data are the data related to objects that 
occupy space [10]. Spatial data carries topological and distance 
properties. A spatial database stores data about spatial objects 
(represented by spatial data types) and spatial relationships 
among such objects [5]. There is a certain interaction between 
adjacent objects, so the relationship between the spatial objects 
is more complex (It is not about merely adding topological 
and directional relations, but also to measure relationship re-
ferred to spatial location and the distance between spatial ob-
jects) [5][11].  

When mining spatial data, spatial association rules are 
needed.The spatial association rule mining is used for extrac-
tion of implicit knowledge from spatial database [1].The intent 
is to discover relationship between spatial objects. For exam-
ple  one may find the rule as “ If a house is close to the high-
way, then it is expensive”. Although such rules are usually 
not 100% true, they carry some nontrivial knowledge about 
spatial associations and thus it is interesting to mine them 
from large spatial databases. When the rule uses the terms or 
properties like “close”,”expensive”, these terms may not be 

concise and meaningful enough for human experts to easily 
obtain knowledge from those rules discovered. These proper-
ties are expressed earlier using some user defined threshold 
values as objects are close if their distance is less than some 
user defined threshold “d”. Still some attributes of spatial data 
does not allows to make association rules more effective be-
cause of the crisp properties, of the harsh boundaries created 
by the partitioning of quantitative attributes into intervals 
which generate unnatural division of the data and subsequent-
ly the resultant rules. To overcome this difficulty fuzzy associ-
ation rule has been introduced.  

The use of fuzzy techniques has been considered as one of 
the key components of data mining system because of its affin-
ity with the human knowledge representation [2]. Still extrac-
tion of knowledge from multiple spatial objects remains a 
challenge for us, because the dynamics and complexity of the 
spatial objects, captured by spatial predicates are often over-
looked.  In this paper a framework is proposed for mining 
multiple spatial objects using fuzzy association rules. 

 

2    BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
 Data mining is more specifically defined as the application of 
specific algorithms for extracting patterns from data (Fayyad 
et al. 1996, p.39). As a sub-field of data mining, spatial data 
mining or knowledge discovery in spatial database refers to 
the discovery of interesting and useful but implicit knowledge 
or patterns in spatial databases.The challenges arising when 
mining spatial data include geographic measurement frame-
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works, spatial dependency, complexity of spatial objects and 
rules. From the spatial data mining literature survey we 
found, the output patterns are spatial clusters, spatial outliers 
(Zhang, Lu et al. 2003), movement patterns (Laube et al. 2005) 
and spatial association rules (koperski and Jiawei han 1995). 
       In an early work, Koperski and Han (1995) investigated 
spatial association rules (SAR) among a set of spatial and pos-
sibly some non spatial predicates. They present optimization 
techniques for association rules with a spatial antecedent (Ant) 
and a non spatial consequent (Cons), ConsAnt → as 

ve(x))is_expensiriver),close_to(xhouse)(is_a(x, →∧ and with 
a non spatial antecent and spatial consequent    expressed as 

highway)),close_to(x)gasStation(is_a(x, → . Kuok et al. (1998) 
introduced the fuzzy association rules of the form, ‘If X is A 
then Y is B’ to deal with quantitative attributes, where crisp 
intervals are replaced by fuzzy intervals. In other words, strict 
membership functions are replaced by fuzzy membership 
functions giving scores in the range [0.1]. More recently Pat-
rick Laube and Berg et al. (2008) describe a theoretical ap-
proach for measuring the quality of an association rule by 
support and confidence using fuzzy association rule.  
     This study aims to improve the quality of an association 
rule by introducing a framework for multiple spatial objects 
using fuzzy association rule mining. The emphasis is on de-
veloping a methodology to incorporate spatial relations and 
spatial dependencies under the form of spatial associations.  

3 SPATIAL DATAMINING 
In many non spatial applications the numerical values of the 
attributes are given and it is rather straight forward to map 
these values to scores in the range [0, 1]. In the spatial domain, 
however, this is not the case. Spatial database stores a large 
number of space related data and has many different charac-
teristics with relational database, such as it contains topology 
and distance information. The spatial data can be represented 
as multirelational data. But the multirelational approach gen-
erates huge amount of rules for spatial pattern. Figure 1 shows 
an example of spatial data stored in relational database, where 
the feature types are roads, houses and water resource are 
different relations (database tables) with spatial (shape) and 
nonspatial attributes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Spatial features for different spatial objects are represented in 
table 1, 2 and 3. 

TABLE 1 
Road 

Gid Type Shape 
1 Highway Multiline[(X1,Y1),(X2, Y2),…] 
2 Street Multiline[(X1,Y1),(X2, Y2),…] 

 
 

TABLE  2 
House 

Gid Name Shape 
1 BR Point[(X1,Y1)] 
2 ELF Point[(X1,Y1)] 
3 ESSO Point[(X1,Y1)] 

 
TABLE  3 

Water Resource 
Gid Name Shape 
1 Jauci Multiline[(X1,Y1),(X2, Y2),…] 
2 Uruguai Multiline[(X1,Y1),(X2, Y2),…] 

 
The spatial attributes of spatial object types, are represented 

by shape on above table. Because of these relationships real 
world entities can affect the behavior of other features in the 
neighbourhood. This makes spatial relationship be the main 
characteristic of geographic data to be considered for data 
mining and knowledge discovery.  

 
3.1 Spatial Fuzzy Association Rules 
      Association rules have been used for the detection of spa-
tial patterns from spatial objects. Association analysis is one of 
the most widely research topics in data mining. The main fo-
cus of association rule mining is to generate hypothesis rather 
than to test them as is commonly achieved using statiatical 
techniques. We have seen that in order to apply the theory of 
fuzzy ARM (FARM), we need to define score functions in the 
range [0, 1] for the antecedent and for the consequent of the 
association rule. The task of defining score functions for at-
tributes can be split into two subtasks. Consider as an example 
the condition “close to the road”. Then the first task is to de-
termine how to quantify distance to the road, and the second 
task is to convert this distance to a score in the range [0, 1]. 
Hence, the concepts of support and confidence are redefined. 
The support and confidence of the rule ConsAnt → can be 
expressed using t-norm (Dubois et al. 2006). The support of 

ConsAnt → is given by                                            

 (x)Cons
x

SSAnt(x)support ∑ ⊗=                                            (1) 
 
and the confidence is given by 
  

∑

∑ ⊗
=

x SAnt(x)
x SCons(x)SAnt(x)

confidence                                     (2) 
                                           
 

 
           Fig. 1. Example of implicit spatial relationships 
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A t-norm that is used often is the product t-norm, which mul-
tiplies its arguments.                                                                        

4 DATA PROCESSING FRAMEWORK 
Spatial data processing is one of the main process in spatial 
data mining. The framework represented here has the capabil-
ity to handle the spatial component, as well as solves the pur-
pose of knowledge discovery process from spatial database 
using spatial FAR mining.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 A METHOD FOR MINING SPATIAL ASSOCIATION RULE 
5.1   An example of Mining Spatial Fuzzy Association 

Rules 
 
     Let the spatial database to be studied adopt an extended- 
relational data model and a SFARM (spatial fuzzy associateon 
rule mining) framework. The study of spatial association rela-
tionship is confined to a city with the following database rela-
tions for organizing and representing spatial objects.  
 

1. Mall (M_id, name, spatial, …) 
2. Houses (H_id,name, spatial, …) 
3. Road (R_id, name, spatial, …) 

 
 In the above relational schema “spatial” represents a spa-

tial object (a point, multiline, etc.). Suppose a user is interested 
in finding within the map of a city the strong spatial associa-
tion relationship between large malls and other near by objects 
including houses, hotels, and major highways. The Geo Miner 
query is used to find relevant attributes. Moreover “close_to” 
is a condition dependent attribute and is defined by a set of 

knowledge rules. For example, if X is a town and Y is a coun-
try, then X is close to Y if their distance is within 80kms. For 
our example we have taken the relation as “If a mall has 
neighbouring houses with distance less than 20km then mall is 
profitable”. 
Rule 1: ble)is_profitahouse) ,close_to(ymall)(is_a(x, →∧  
 

Then the first task is to quantify the distance using Euclide-
an measure. For this rule the “spatial” parameters are points, 
from their X and Y coordinates distance can be measured be-
tween mall and houses. Otherwise when “spatial” parameters 
are represented by lines or polygons their centroids are taken, 
and distance is measured between the centroid. Then the se-
cond task is to convert the distance (dist) to a score in the 
range [0, 1]. Here we have used two threshold parameters dmin 
(taken for minimum distance) and dmax (taken for maximum 
distance), with dmin < dmax and define the score as  

                             
                          1                    if  dist <= dmin    
                                                
  Score (d) =                            if  dmin < dist <= dmax          (3)    
  
                            0                   if  dist > dmax 

 
The best values for the parameters dmin and dmax depends 

on the application, and can be determined by the user. Sup-
pose we have a score SAnt(x) in the range [0, 1] that captures to 
what extent a house X is close to the mall. Then we have to 
map the profit (p) of mall to a score SCons(x) in the range [0, 1] 
to capture what extent a mall is profitable. For example if the 
houses distance to the mall are within 5km that gives more 
profit to the mall which is $10000 annualy, gets a score of 1 or 
the distance is more than 20km then profit is less than $500, 
gets a scoreof 0, and in between we interpolate the score as 
                         

                          1                    if  p >= pmax    
                                                
  Score (p) =                            if  pmin <= p <= pmax          (4)    
  
                            0                   if  p < pmin 

 
    Here we have taken two threshold values pmin (for mini-
mum profit), pmax (for maximum profit). The best values for 
the parameters pmin and pmax depends on the application, and 
can be determined by the user. Using product t-norm in the 
definition of support gives us the spatial support and co-
fidence. 
     Then the turning point is that if the antecedent and/or the 
consequent of a spatial association rule which is composed of 
several predicates for multiple spatial objects, then it generates 
a multidimensional association rule. For example “If a mall 
has neighbouring houses with distance less than 20km and 
mall is close to highways then the mall is more profitable”. 
From this we found the rule as  
Rule 2: 

ble)is_profitaroad) ,close_to(zhouse) ,close_to(ymall)(is_a(x, →∧∧
 
Here we can follow the same procedure to find the score, for 

                                      
 
 
 
 
                                           . 
                                           . 
 
                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2   Framework  for spatial data processing to gen-
erate SFARM(Spatial fuzzy association rule mining)                         
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distance between road and mall and also for profit generated
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 due to the road. Then product t-norm is used to find spatial 
support and confidence for the rule. When two rules are com-
pared with their support and confidence, it can be found that 
second rule gives the better result than first one.  
 
 
5.2   Data Processing for Mining Spatial Fuzzy 

Association Rule 
       In general, spatial data preprocessing can be formulated as 
follows   

Input: 
1. Spatial data(base) 
2. Spatial association rule mining algorithm 
3. Set of thresholds 

Process: 
         Find spatial relation based on parameters determined 
         of input . 
This process consists of: 

1. Feature selection based on spatial parameters. 
2. Implementation of fuzzy theory on spatial parame-

ters. 
3. Spatial association rule generation. 
4. Result analysis from support and confidence. 
5. Searching neighbouring spatial object to generate 

multidimensional spatial association rule. 
6. Transform into output form. 

Output: 
             A multi dimensional spatial association rule for the 

relevant set of objects and relations. 
    
Feature selection is performed to find spatial attributes 

from spatial objects using any query language. Fuzzy theory is 
implemented on spatial parameters. This process generates 
fuzzy association rule in spatial context, which can be used for 
further analysis. 

6 CONCLUSION 
This paper presents a framework for extracting knowledge 
from large spatial database using spatial fuzzy association rule 
mining. This framework will help decision makers for busi-
ness analysis process. Main steps in this spatial data pro-
cessing is that, multiple spatial objects are associated in neigh-
bouring relation to form multidimensional spatial association 
rule. This approach can be further enhanced for implementa-
tion on various application areas of spatial data mining.  
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